
In pursuit of the automotive quality
standard ISO/TS16949, sub-contract

press worker Goss Components is going
further than required with a view to
radically improving its business processes
and performance.

Already ISO9000:2000 accredited, the
motive behind the drive to comply with
the recent automotive industry standard
ISO/TS16949:2002 is a belief that extra
business could be on offer, explains
quality manager and TS16949 initiative
leader Andrea Fitch. “We already have
automotive customers, apply PPAP
(Production Part Approval Process – see
box item, page 33), but we know that we
could win more business because when
we attend exhibitions there are those that
will not talk to companies that do not
have ISO/TS16949. We don’t know by

how much we are losing out, but we do
know that we are.”

Simply stated, the benefits of
ISO/TS16949 are that it is a common,
industry recognised standard that ought
to reduce or eliminate multiple customer
assessments. ISO/TS 16949 was originally
based upon ISO 9001, 1994, QS-9000
(US), AVSQ (Italian), EAQF (French) and
VDA 6.1 (German). In 2002, it was revised
to reflect the requirements of ISO
9001:2000.

BEYOND ISO/TS16949
In fact, the company also has ambitions
to go for the aerospace standard AS9100
(see box, page 34) as soon as it has been
accredited to TS16949. Once again, the
company already undertakes work for

aerospace clients, it having BAE and, in
the past, CAA approvals – a change to the
CAA approvals process has seen this lapse,
however, says Ms Fitch. As in the case for
TS16949, there is increasing customer
pressure to adopt the standard, although
not to the same extent. And while it is not
the case that companies are withdrawing
work because of absence of  AS9100
accreditation, it may be that customers
have not returned over time due to its
lack, it is suggested. 

Family-owned Goss Components
based in Walthamstow, London, is a
specialist in the manufacture of small,
high precision components and
assemblies in formed materials –
sheet, wire. Supporting processes
include heat treatment, machining
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New procedures complying with ISO/TS16949 are being developed through discussion with those that
must apply them, says quality manager Andrea Fitch, right 

Faster first-offs

Although not specifically driven by the
ISO/TS16949 initiative, a recent major
investment (£30,000) in a Mitutoyo video
measuring system – Quick Vision Elf – is
already improving first-off wait times for
components and so helping the company in
its continuous improvement efforts. Some
components have 60-odd dimensions. A
wire spring might take up to 30 minutes to
measure, for example, while more complex
parts might take 4 hours. A reduction in time
of 75 per cent can be achieved with this
system and it allows more operators to
undertake their own inspection.
Measurement of first-off times is a future
continuous improvement measure.
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and toolmaking. Wire down to 0.1 mm
diameter and up to 3.5 mm (for
automatic processing; 8 mm manually) is
processed, while the largest capacity press
the company has is 250 tonnes, although
most are in the 40 and 60 tonne bracket.
A variety of multi-slide machines also

exist. In fact, the company’s machine
complement has expanded over recent
years as customers have closed their own
press shops with Goss taking on the plant
and tooling and using it to serve the same
customers who often have relocated
assembly operations overseas to
countries like Poland, Singapore, Malaysia
and China.

Components produced range
from simple helical springs to

complex multi-stage pressings
with precious metal contacts.

The 110-employee
company also offers a

design and technical
advisory service to its

customers.
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The move to TS16949 started off with
Ms Fitch and others attending an in-
house seminar on the standard and
management training put on by
consultant Excel Partnership, Hemel
Hempstead. Part of this was an
examination of existing quality processes
and procedures.

“While we have ISO9000: 2000, this
seminar showed us, even if we decided
not to go for ISO/TS16949, that we
should review existing procedures to
make sure that any potential weaknesses
were removed, and we advised our
managing director, Nick Goss of this,” the
quality manager adds. In response, Mr
Goss asked for the work to support the
ISO/TS16949 to go ahead prior to
making a final decision to make the not
insignificant investment in time, effort
and assets that is now being made.

Next step, in April this year, was a two-
day, on-site management training
initiative to explain what changes
there would be to the existing ISO
procedures and what this would
involve. Following that more
auditors were trained, drawn from
different departments within the
company, to add to the existing
two, bringing the total to eight. 

“Our job has been to review current
processes and procedures. Literally to pull

apart what we do now and see how we
can meet the ISO/TS16949
standard,” explains Ms Fitch.

This has seen the company
identify a number of non-
conformances. “For example, in
the case of suppliers, we
monitor quality but need to add
performance such as on-time

delivery and undertake more supplier
audits – including those overseas. 

And while we react when machines
breakdown, we do not plan maintenance
so these are avoided in the first place. It’s
similar with tooling. We fix it when it
needs attention but don’t have
comprehensive records about it.”

Systems have been set up using in-
house IT resources to support new
systems, such as the tooling history and
maintenance requirement. New written
procedures will also be required in
support of the standard, in addition to
the mandatory ones required. 

These procedures and instructions are
being developed with those involved in
their use, questioning, says Ms Fitch,
what might always have been done or
accepted as standard practice and asking
how things could be done better while
also delivering what the standard
requires. “The fact that auditors are
asking questions in departments they
may not be familiar with is helpful
because they ask things which might
seem to have an obvious answer but
which get people thinking.

“We have lots of meetings; it takes a
lot of time but communication has
definitively improved throughout the
company. Everybody is talking, even if
they aren’t yet agreeing – it’s
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Goss Components already serves the automotive and aerospace industries but believes that the winning
of the new standards will protect and increase business from these two sectors

Production Part Approval Process

PPAP, Production Part Approval Process, is used in the automotive supply chain to
establish confidence in component suppliers and their production processes, by
demonstrating that: “...all customer engineering design record and specification
requirements are properly understood by the supplier and that the process has the
potential to produce product consistently meeting these requirements during a
production run at the quoted production rate,” according to Version 4, 1 March 2006.

The result of the PPAP process is a series of documents gathered in one specific
location (hard copy or electronic) called the ‘PPAP Package’. The documents need
formal approval by both supplier and customer. The form that summarises the
package is called ‘Part Submission Warrant (PSW)’. The approval of the PSW
indicates that the supplier’s responsible person (usually the Quality Engineer) has
reviewed this package and that the customer has not identified any issues that
would prevent its approval.

PPAP is published by the Automotive Industrial Action Group (AIAG), which is
also the body responsible for the development of ISO/TS16949.
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communication. What has become clear
is that people are not necessarily aware of
what other departments do, but they
should be because they are either their
customers or their suppliers.”

In support of this work, visits are being
made to similar companies that already
have ISO/TS16949 approval so that Goss
can “benchmark” itself against them,
while also helping to underline the
relevance of all the effort to those
involved who may question it, it is
explained. It is also the case that it shows
how other companies go about meeting
the standard’s requirements, because as
Ms Fitch says: “The standard tells you
what you have to achieve, but not how.”

Now having procedures is all well and
good, but a problem with them
previously has been that they have not
necessarily been easily accessible or
highly visible to those who use them. So
another initiative has been the
establishment of a company-wide
intranet through which staff can access
this information. In fact, this system also
includes other information about the
company, its business objectives and
organisation chart, plus departmental
information such as performance,
procedures, job descriptions, and training
matrices. “We installed a new server and I

spent several weeks learning how to use
FrontPage to upload all the information.
Now there is nothing in the standard that
says we have to have done it this way to
gain ISO/TS16949, but we wanted to do
this because we could see a benefit of
having all this information easily
available, all in one place.”

And this departmental focus on
procedures has kick-started an initiative
to establish relevant performance
measures company wide and use these to
support a continuous development effort
in each department – a central element
of ISO/TS16949 but which is being
applied more widely. “If you asked me
what is the biggest single thing relating to
ISO/TS16949, it is this monitoring,
measuring and improving ourselves.
That’s what it’s all about. With a
company wide approach to this, we will
be measuring things we never have
before and be in a position to take action
rather than just complain about recurring
problems,” the quality manager stressses.

DEPARTMENTAL OBJECTIVES
“For example, we never measured the
performance of the finance department
except in the area of rejects and delivery.
We never monitored order processing;
how many we should process in a certain
time. Or in the case of sales, how many
customers a salesman should visit, for
example. On the shopfloor, an objective
of measuring set-up times is likely in the
future. We are now in the process of
establishing departmental objectives,
through discussion, which we will
monitor and then target for
improvement.” And these objectives all
need to link together, starting from the
top with business objectives set by the
managing director.

At shopfloor level, where there is no
access to the intranet, visibility has been
given to more areas of performance
through the use of more graphs on the
notice boards. So, for example, delivery
performance has been added to existing
measures, such as rejects.

With all this extra information
available, there are now more frequent

and more focused management
meetings, says Ms Fitch. And while all the
systems, procedures, monitoring and
recording of information clearly adds a
burden to the company in terms of extra
resource required, she reveals that the
measurement activity itself has shown
where an under-used resource can be
shifted to, say, the entering of
information to support tool history and
maintenance records.

Further staff training in Failure Mode
and Effect Analysis and gauge
repeatability and reproducibility in
support of the accreditation process are
further undertakings. As at Machinery’s
visit in early September, the company was
awaiting its early October pre-assessment
gap analysis visit. An initial belief that 
12 months would be required to achieve
ISO/TS16949 accreditation has been
updated to 18 month, adds Ms Fitch:
“There has been more to do than I first
thought,” she admits. But after that,
achievement of AS9100 is expected to
take just six months: “Everything we are
doing we doing the best way possible,
even, perhaps, going over the top.”■■
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Aerospace ambitions

Just as ISO/TS16949 is a product of
the Automotive Industrial Action
Group, so AS/EN9100 results from
the activities of the International
Aerospace Quality Group (IAQG).
AS 9100 contains the requirements
of ISO 9001:2000 along with the
addition of 80 further requirements
critical to the quality demands of
the aerospace sector.
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